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Entry 1:
#EJAFellowUpdate Over the past few weeks I have been working with families and individuals
facing eviction in the East Bay. We help low-income tenants to assert their rights and fight to
stay in their homes, a fight that is ever more important in this affordable housing crisis.

Entry 2:
#EJAFellowUpdate. Aside from dealing with the trauma of potentially losing their home,
tenants facing eviction are tasked with navigating the complex legal system and defending
themselves in court. Landlords are almost always represented by attorneys and the odds are
stacked against unrepresented tenants who are often intimidated into entering settlement
agreements without being informed of its content or potential consequences. That is why the
work of organizations, like the East Bay Community Law Center, that provide legal
representation for tenants in unlawful detainer actions is so important. I am very fortunate to
be an Equal Justice Fellow this summer and to be working with EBCLC in their Housing Clinic. In
my time here, I have seen how having a legal advocate can make a big difference for tenants
fighting to keep their homes.

Entry 3:
Here with another #EJAFellowupdate. Equal Justice America Last week, we helped a tenant
who I met my first week as a summer intern at the East Bay Community Law Center to settle
their case and remain in their home! It was a great experience to work with a client from start
to finish in their case and I couldn't be more proud that we were able to help the tenant
achieve their goal of staying in their home and community.

Entry 4:
#EJAFellowupdate @EqualJusticeAmerica Over the past summer, I worked as a legal intern at
the East Bay Community Law Center in their Housing Practice doing eviction defense. I cannot
speak enough about the positive impact this experience has had on me and the valuable legal
advocacy skills I learned there. This experience solidified my ambition to work in direct legal
services with disparately impacted communities. Previously, I was a tenants' rights organizer in
Brooklyn and I can say that the housing crisis in the Bay Area is just as dire as in New York City.
That is why it is so crucial to have legal advocates who are fighting alongside tenants to help
them keep their homes. I am extremely appreciative of Equal Justice America for supporting me
in this experience this summer, and I hope you will consider donating to EJA so that future
summer fellows can engage in this important and gratifying work.

